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Improved rating validates the company’s business sustainability commitment and 
performance 
 

International beauty packaging manufacturer and provider Quadpack is proud to have been 

awarded a Platinum Medal from sustainability ratings company EcoVadis. Quadpack scored 

79/100, placing it among the top 1% globally. Advances in business sustainability, most 

notably in the areas of Environment and Labour & Human Rights*, upgraded the company’s 

rating from Gold to Platinum. Quadpack first achieved a Silver Medal in 2019, showing a 

steady progression in ESG performance. 

 

Quadpack Sustainability Champion Hulya Gray 

said: “I am extremely pleased with this result, 

which clearly shows that we are on the right path 

in our sustainability journey. The achievement 

reflects our commitment to making a positive 

impact, as well as our determination to keep  

on track with improvements. I want to thank all  

Quadpackers involved for their impeccable contribution to making this a reality.” 

 

Quadpack’s sustainability roadmap includes measurable targets. Over the past year, it has 

published LCA-based Environmental Reports for all products in its catalogue, giving full 

transparency on their impact. Energy measurement equipment has been installed in its 

factories, with improved waste streams and energy savings measures across its facilities 

worldwide. Moreover, a Diversity, Equity, Inclusion and Belonging Plan has been integrated, 

with a view to nurturing an equitable work environment. 

 

…/more 
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…/continued 

 

Quadpack CEO Alexandra Chauvigné added: “Our Platinum Medal derives from an evidence-

based analysis of our performance, as we follow on our course of continuous improvement. As 

a B Corp, we have a remit to lead by example in using business as a force for good. We seek 

to inspire and help others on the value chain and I’m happy to say that our top 20 suppliers are 

now also EcoVadis certified. We still have work to do but I’m determined that each step we 

take brings us closer to a more responsible future.” 

 

–ENDS– 
 
*The EcoVadis assessment evaluates 21 sustainability criteria across Environment, Labour & Human Rights, 
Ethics and Sustainable Procurement. EcoVadis’ ratings are based on international sustainability standards such as 
the Ten Principles of the UN Global Compact, the International Labour Organization (ILO) conventions, the Global 
Reporting Initiative (GRI) standards and the ISO 26000 standard for social responsibility. 
 
 
 
About Quadpack 
Established in 2003, Quadpack is an international manufacturer and provider of enhanced packaging 
solutions for beauty brand owners and contract fillers. With offices and production facilities in Europe, 
the Americas and the Asia Pacific region, and a strategic network of manufacturing partners, 
Quadpack develops bespoke and customised packs for prestige, masstige and mass market 
customers. Listed on Euronext Growth in Paris, Quadpack relies on a workforce of 800 people to build 
a more sustainable world. As a registered B Corp, it works to ensure a positive impact on the planet 
and society and, through the Quadpack Foundation, on the communities in which it is present. For 
more information, please visit www.quadpack.com 
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Legal notice 
This document contains forward-looking statements about Quadpack’s business, financial data, and 
events related to the company’s prospects. These forecasts can be identified by the use of words 
such as ‘estimated’, ‘plan’, ‘expectation’ or words with a similar meaning. Quadpack may also make 
projections in other reports, presentations and press releases. Furthermore, the company’s 
representatives may occasionally make forward-looking statements. These projections are based on 
current expectations and on certain hypotheses, many of which are beyond the company’s control 
and subject to a series of risks and uncertainties. In the event that any of these risks or uncertainties 
should materialise or the underlying expectations are not fulfilled, the results or performance of 
Quadpack may differ (either positively or negatively) from those explicitly or implicitly forecast. 
Quadpack assumes no obligation to update or revise any forward-looking statements made 
previously. 
 


